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“HyperMotion Technology offers gameplay that perfectly replicates the complexity of the real sport,”
said David Rutter, Executive Vice President of Product Development at EA SPORTS. “For the first
time, players will feel like they’re playing against the physical limitations of the real man. For
example, don’t be surprised if players possess an uncanny ability to pull off tricky-angled last-ditch
tackles.” The core of the game will be a single-player experience with new characters, locations, and
multiplayer options as part of the online service. It will also include FIFA Ultimate Team, a card-based
game mode focused on solo play or competitive multiplayer, as well as Career Mode, where fans can
create a personalized player and manage their progress through leagues around the world. FIFA 22
will be available worldwide on PlayStation®4, Xbox One and Windows PC, on September 27, 2017. It
will be available as a digital download on the Nintendo Switch on September 20, 2017. PLAY FIFA 22
will deliver new ways to play. “Zoom” technology, first introduced in FIFA 17, has now been
perfected. It includes contextual AI-powered decisions with AI rival players, meaning that opponents
react in real time to what the player is doing on the pitch. The tutorial system has also been
improved. After playing a full match against AI-controlled opponents, players can now make minor
corrections to build skills that are instantly available. Improvements are also made to goal kicks, free
kicks and throw-ins. Throwing the ball will be even easier with the implementation of a new “nudge”
system, giving referees greater control over the ball. “Movement" is also improved, meaning players
are more agile as they anticipate your next move. Players will move even more naturally, making
every decision the right one. Players are more aggressive and play better in tight spaces. To add a
further layer of authenticity, “Squad Battles” have been added, allowing players to take on the
legendary names of the history of football as FIFA 20 World Cup Brazil rivals Lionel Messi, Xavi and
Iniesta for the first time. FIFA 22 will feature the new “referee camera”, which will provide an
expansive view of the pitch from multiple angles. FIFA Ultimate Team FIFA Ultimate Team is a brand-
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creator tool, with the ability to assign more than 50 unique attributes and attribute effects to
your player. Create soccer legends based on the newest soccer players in the world by
choosing their hair style, tattoos, cleats, and colours.
EVERYTHING IS WINSOME - All of the official tactics, styles, characters, stadiums and teams
used in the real Pro League, including 200 unique recreations of your favorite clubs, are now
included in FIFA 22. 

In-game interactions:
Use the new atmosphere controls to set the crowd’s reactions to the game. And the new
gameplay system lets you switch dynamically between match-style and arcade options to
find the correct match type for your preference.

Gameplay – You can adjust the pace of gameplay with the new six-axis motion
sensing system, including the ability to rotate the pitch manually to change the size
of the playing area, as well as the use of more immersive graphics, a confidence-
gaining pass reticle and new Player Vision options.
Crowds – Activate the new atmosphere control system to enable the crowd to cheer
or boo depending on the score, or engage the day-night lighting system to get up
close and personal with your favourite players!
Match conditions – Analyse the weather conditions by choosing between sunny,
overcast, snowy or rainy conditions and see the difference. 

Match-style options
Classic – Replay the real-world game in its simplest form, and play a
shortened or extended match.
Arcade – Unlock new matches and attack on the goal! Control attacking
moves with speed, power, and direction.
Style – Choose the perfect style for a high-intensity match. Superstar mode
guarantees your Senna-style runoffs or rocket-pass style will make an
impression.
Full Control – Separate your hands in play to enjoy the ultimate
customization of the football and use all the new gameplay systems on the
football pitch.
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